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Acoustically transparent head-worn devices are a key component of auditory augmented
reality systems, in which both real and virtual sound sources are presented to a listener
simultaneously. Head-worn devices can exhibit a high transparency simply through their
physical design but in practice will always obstruct the sound field to some extent. In this
study, a method for predicting the perceptual transparency of head-worn devices is presented
using numerical analysis of device measurements, testing both coloration and localization
in the horizontal and median plane. Firstly, listening experiments are conducted to assess
perceived coloration and localization impairments. Secondly, head-related transfer functions
of a dummy head wearing the head-worn devices are measured, and auditory models are used
to numerically quantify the introduced perceptual effects. The results show that the tested
auditory models are capable of predicting perceptual transparency and are therefore robust in
applications that they were not initially designed for.

0 INTRODUCTION

In auditory augmented reality (AR) applications, the real
world is enhanced with virtual sounds. In a high-quality
rendering system, virtual sound sources should be believed
to be real by listeners. In that case, the rendering can be
called plausible [1, 2]. In practice, virtual sound sources
should also be accepted as real, if they occur alongside real
sources, a concept that we refer to as transfer-plausibility
[3]. The delivery of virtual sound requires acoustic trans-
ducers, such as headphones or loudspeakers. In this study,
the focus is on analyzing the perceptual effects caused by
transducers mounted on head-worn devices (HWDs).

All HWDs have some effect on the external sound waves
arriving at the eardrums, which bears several perceptual
consequences such as coloration and reduced accuracy of
sound-source localization. This may cause poorer speech
intelligibility, unnecessary fatigue when carrying out sim-
ple tasks, and a worsened overall AR experience. Thus, a
robust technique for assessing the acoustic transparency of
HWDs is required. In this paper, perceptual transparency is
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defined as the degree to which an HWD impairs external
sounds.

Wearing HWDs has multiple consequences for the per-
ception of external sounds. Even though several studies
aimed at assessing the quality of HWDs have been pre-
sented in the past [4–7], they often only focused on one
perceptual aspect, such as coloration [4, 7] or horizontal
localization [6]. Furthermore, the relationship between per-
ceptual listening and objective measurements has not yet
been investigated in detail.

Measurements with head and torso simulators wearing
several HWDs designed for AR applications have previ-
ously been conducted to assess their introduced acous-
tic impairments objectively. Whereas some studies have
focused on analyzing the head-related transfer functions
(HRTFs) in anechoic conditions [5, 8–10], other studies
concentrated on binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs)
[4, 6]. In principle, these measurements contain the neces-
sary information to characterize the HWD-induced effect.
However, evaluations have mostly focused on calculating
the frequency-averaged magnitude ratio between the trans-
fer functions of the dummy head with and without the HWD
fitted on it [4, 5, 8–11] and calculating the changes to inter-
aural time and level differences as a measure of horizontal
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localization impairments [5, 8, 10, 11]. Perceptual study
findings and objective metrics should be related to each
other to estimate the impairments introduced by HWDs us-
ing computational models. Such successful models would
help to avoid the complexity of formal perceptual testing
for selecting a suitable device for the user’s needs.

This paper aims at predicting the perceptual impairments
caused by HWDs in static scenarios using acoustic mea-
surements and pre-existing auditory models. Firstly, listen-
ing experiments are conducted on coloration and localiza-
tion impairments caused by a set of HWDs that are rele-
vant for AR research. Subsequently, auditory models are
evaluated for their capabilities in predicting the perceptual
impairments caused by HWDs and, because this is an ap-
plication the auditory models were not initially designed
for, their suitability in new applications.

This paper is laid out as follows. Sec. 1 discusses previous
research in the area of auditory AR, HWD transparency, and
auditory model usage in related fields. In Sec. 2, a dataset
of HRTFs of a dummy head wearing four HWDs is mea-
sured. Sec. 3 then presents an evaluation of the coloration
induced by the HWDs, both examining a perceptual study
and using an auditory model. Sec. 4 presents an evaluation
of the localization impairments caused by the HWDs, again
both perceptually and using auditory models. Finally, the
findings of the paper are concluded, along with proposed
further work, in Sec. 5.

1 BACKGROUND

For auditory AR applications, there are two options for
achieving acoustic transparency in HWDs. The simpler al-
ternative, on which this study focuses, is to design the
HWDs such that they disturb the natural sound field as
little as possible, a term often defined as free-air equivalent
coupling [12]. This is achieved through an open construc-
tion, for example, by placing transducers relatively far from
the ears and using a supra-aural or extra-aural design. Such
designs [13] have been shown as capable of producing au-
thentic binaural synthesis [14] for certain stimuli types and
are the focus of the experiments presented here. The other
option, which is not discussed in this paper, is to use head-
phones with active transparency that rely on microphones,
circuitry, and adaptive digital signal processing algorithms
to play back external sound through the headphones. Au-
dible artefacts, such as comb filtering and noise, can easily
occur in active designs [11], and it appears that transparency
has not yet been achieved [7] with such designs.

In terms of passive AR-related HWDs, several authors
have published measurements of HRTFs with head and
torso simulators wearing different headphones [8, 9, 15]
and head mounted displays [8, 10, 5]. BRIRs were mea-
sured in [4, 6] in a similar manner, taking into account the
effects of the room. So far, in most investigations, a measure
of transparency has been calculated as the ratio between the
smoothed magnitude response of a real or artificial listener
when wearing the headphones and listening with open ears
[4, 8–10, 5]. It is clear that such measures only serve as a
rough indication of coloration and do not comprehensively

reveal the induced perceptual impairments. As a first step
toward predicting perceptual transparency that includes all
the relevant dimensions, perceptual tests are therefore re-
quired.

Perceptual tests with AR-related HWDs have been con-
ducted in [4], in which the similarity of seven different
circumaural and extra-aural models to an open-ear condi-
tion was tested at different sound-source angles and dis-
tances. The results clearly showed the strong impairments
caused by some circumaural models and smaller, but still
perceivable, effects of extra-aural models. Overall timbral
and spatial differences were investigated in [5] by syn-
thesizing sound sources using measured HRTFs wearing
head-mounted displays, in which small but significant ef-
fects were found in both tests. In [6], a horizontal plane
localization test was conducted to compare open ears to
wearing STAX SC-202 headphones. Localization was only
slightly affected by the device, but the time taken by partic-
ipants to locate the source was higher. This may be because
of the need for additional time to resolve front-back confu-
sions.

Apart from those experiments, the effects of more
strongly impairing HWDs, such as hearing protection de-
vices and protection helmets, on sound localization have
been studied more extensively in the past. In terms of hori-
zontal localization, the error increased in perceptual exper-
iments when hearing protection [16] or protective headgear
[17] were worn. In the vertical plane, HWDs increased the
probability of having front-back confusions [17, 18] and
up-down confusions [18]. HWDs also had an implication
on perceptual tests where a sound source had to be found,
affecting the search time and the head movement patterns
[19]. However, the introduced effect varied from mild to
severe depending on the HWDs and their characteristics
[18]. Altogether, previous perceptual studies have focused
on coloration, horizontal and vertical localization. Hence,
these dimensions shall be tested in the following exper-
iments as well, before comparing the results to auditory
model predictions.

Models for predicting coloration typically attempt to
approximate the summation of loudness across frequency
[20]. Some include modeling of the middle ear [21]. The
Composite Loudness Level (CLL) used in this study is a
perceptual loudness model appropriate for predicting col-
oration of binaural signals, which uses middle-ear mod-
eling, perceptual loudness weighting, and non-linear fre-
quency weighting [22]. Some implementations of CLL use
the adaptation network of [23] (included in [23]), such as
in [24–26], which is a multilayer feedforward neural net-
work to acquire mappings and properties from the front-
end. In this study, the feasibility of the CLL model to pre-
dict HWD-induced coloration is assessed. Although recent
models have been shown to outperform the CLL [27], the
CLL is preferred in this study because it was the simplest
model that was able to predict the data as well as other
models. The implementation used in this study is without
Karjalainen et al.’s model [23].

Models for predicting sound localization usually process
the acoustic signals that reach the ears to estimate direction
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of arrival of the sound based on binaural or monaural cues,
depending on the scope of the model. May et al.’s horizon-
tal localization model [28] has been proven to be robust in
reverberant conditions and multiple sources. In the model,
interaural time difference and interaural level difference es-
timates are computed with an inter-aural cross-correlation
approach, after a Gammatone filter-bank [29] process with
channel-dependent gains and half-wave rectification. The
final azimuth estimation is made by a Gaussian Mixture
Model trained under multiple sources and reverberation
conditions. Even though the model was not trained for lis-
tening conditions in which HWDs were involved, it may be
suitable to predict horizontal localization under such situ-
ations. In this study, the feasibility of May et al.’s model
[28] to predict HWD-induced impairments in localization
on the horizontal plane is assessed.

Baumgartner et al.’s model [30] analyzes monaural cues
to estimate the direction of arrival in a given sagittal plane.
The model procedure is template-based, whereby the tar-
get sound and template HRTFs (known directions in the
given sagittal plane) are processed by a peripheral auditory
model that consists of a Gammatone filter-bank [29] and
the extraction of its spectral profile. The positive spectral
gradient profile of the target sound is then compared with
those of the template HRTFs. These comparisons produce
a probabilistic prediction of the listener’s distribution of
responses across the polar dimension for the target sound.

This model has been proven in the past to predict effects
caused by vector-based amplitude panning [31] and to pre-
dict complex effects outside its scope, such as sensorineural
hearing loss with minor modifications [32]. In this study,
the ability of Baumgartner et al.’s model [30] to predict the
localization impairment caused by HWDs on the polar di-
mension is assessed. Moreover, the capability of the model
to predict a group of listeners’ mean response using generic
HRTFs is evaluated, although this model was originally de-
signed to be used to predict individual listeners’ responses
using their own HRTFs.

2 STUDIED HEAD-WORN DEVICES

To aid in the assessment of perceptual transparency of
head-worn devices, a dataset of HRTFs was measured us-
ing the G.R.A.S. KEMAR 45BC head and torso simulator
wearing different HWDs. Measurements were conducted
in the multichannel anechoic chamber “Wilska” at Aalto
University Acoustics Lab, Finland. In this study, HRTFs
in anechoic conditions were measured to avoid any room
reflections. Reverberation would complicate the study of
direction-dependent effects caused by the HWDs. Because
the impact of the room on coloration and localization can
vary substantially, an anechoic environment was decided to
be the best option to assess the effect caused by the HWDs
in isolation.

HWDs were selected according to their relevance for AR
and in order to facilitate comparison with previous mea-
surements. Additionally, the selection was chosen across a
range from small to large impairments. An Oculus Quest
2 [Fig. 1(a)] virtual reality head-mounted display was in-

cluded, which is highly relevant for studies that involve
external loudspeaker reproduction [33, 34]. As an extra-
aural model, the Mysphere 3.2 [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)] head-
phones, marketed as having a fully open design, were used,
which have been shown to cause minimal disturbances to
measured HRTFs [33] and are similar to the discontinued
AKG K1000, which have been employed in several past
studies involving real and virtual sounds. Because the My-
sphere 3.2 headphones feature a variable transducer frame
position, two different configurations were tested: one with
the frames in an open position [Fig. 1(b)] and one with
the frames closed, close to the ears [Fig. 1(c)]. A modified
AKG K702 [Fig. 1(d)] was included as an inexpensive pair
of headphones with increased transparency [9]. Finally, the
Sennheiser HD650 [Fig. 1(e)] headphones were included as
an HWD with relatively low transparency, despite its open
back design.

In total, six HWDs configurations were measured. These
are summarized as follows:

C1: Open ear (no HWD),
C2: Oculus Quest 2,
C3: Mysphere 3.2 with open frame position,
C4: Mysphere 3.2 with closed frame position,
C5: AKG K702 (with transparency modification [9]),

and
C6: Sennheiser HD650.

For each HWD configuration, 45 HRTFs were mea-
sured (positions indicated in Fig. 4). Before measuring the
impulse responses, the KEMAR dummy head was laser-
aligned in the center of the loudspeaker array and care was
taken to ensure that the fitting of headphones did not alter
the alignment of the KEMAR. Impulse response measure-
ments used exponential sine sweeps with a length of 1 s
and a sampling rate of 48 kHz [35].

Expecting to observe different levels of impairment be-
tween the studied HWD configurations, three hypothesis
are tested with regard to the subjective experiments. Firstly,
(i) all HWDs will cause a difference with respect to open
ears. Furthermore, (ii) the open and the closed configura-
tions of the Mysphere 3.2 will be different, which is relevant
for future AR experiments using this device. Lastly, (iii)
the AKG K702 headphones (modified to improve trans-
parency) will differ from the Mysphere 3.2 in its closed
condition, which is of interest because it shows whether
a simple modification of some inexpensive headphones
can be comparable to specifically designed and engineered
transparent headphones.

3 PREDICTION OF HWD-INDUCED
COLORATION

The effect of HWDs on coloration was evaluated first
through perceptual listening tests and then numerically
through model-based evaluations using the measurements
from Sec. 2. Finally, the perceptual and numerical results
were compared to evaluate the applicability of replacing lis-
tening tests with numerical evaluation and measurements.
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Fig. 1. KEMAR head and torso simulator wearing the measured head-worn devices. (a) Oculus Quest 2 virtual reality head-mounted
display, (b) Mysphere 3.2 headphones with open frame position, (c) Mysphere 3.2 headphones with closed frame position, (d) AKG
K702 headphones with transparency modification, and (e) Sennheiser HD650 headphones.

3.1 Listening Test Methodology
To assess the coloration of HWDs, a listening test was

conducted that followed the Multiple Stimuli with Hid-
den Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) paradigm, ITU-R
BS.1534-3 [36], using webMUSHRA1 [37]. The reference
was C1, and the anchor was the reference low-passed at a
cut-off frequency of 3.5 kHz. The test conditions consisted
of convolutions between the base stimulus and measured
HRTFs of the KEMAR wearing different HWDs. In each
trial, the participant directly compared signals correspond-
ing to all the measured HWD configurations at one sound-
source direction and rated them in terms of perceived simi-
larity to the reference, in which reduced similarity indicates
increased coloration.

Three base stimuli were used: 1 s of monophonic pink
noise, a 3-s anechoic male speech recording [38], and a 1-s
diffuse rainfall simulation. All audio used a sample rate of
48 kHz, windowed by onset and offset half-Hanning ramps
of 5 ms. To assess the coloration at specific directions, the
pink noise and anechoic speech were convolved with five
of the measured HRTFs at the following directions: (θ, φ)
= (0◦, 0◦), (45◦, 30◦), (90◦, 0◦), (180◦, 0◦), and (0◦, 90◦),
where (θ, φ) denotes azimuth and elevation in the bound-
aries −180◦ < θ < 180◦ and −90◦ < φ < 90◦, respectively.
To assess coloration of diffuse sound, 45 separate 1-s ex-
cerpts of a monophonic rainfall recording were convolved
with HRTFs at all 45 measured directions, and the results
were summed for each ear.

Stimuli and conditions were randomized and presented
double anonymous. Fifteen participants (average age: 28.5
years, three female, and 12 male) took part in the experi-
ment, with self-reported normal hearing and prior critical
listening experience (such as education or employment in
audio or music engineering).

1https://github.com/audiolabs/webMUSHRA.

3.2 Listening Test Results
The results of the listening test are presented as violin

plots [39] in Fig. 2 for the pink noise and speech stimuli
at specific directions and Fig. 3 for the diffuse rain stim-
ulus. Violin plots display the density trace and box plot
together, which better illustrates the structure of the data
than traditional box plots.

The data was first tested for normality using the Shapiro-
Wilk test. Even excluding the reference condition, not all
data was normally distributed. Therefore, non-parametric
testing was used to assess which differences can be con-
sidered significant. Performing Friedman tests that com-
pared the answers for each sound-source direction indicated
highly significant differences (all tests p < 0.001).

Interestingly, when comparing results of different direc-
tions within one HWD, a significant effect (p < 0.05) of the
direction was found for each model and both the pink noise
and speech stimuli types, except for C4 under the noise
condition (p = 0.21). Although the comparison between
different models at each sound-source direction is the fo-
cus of the analysis, this result indicates the importance of
testing several directions.

To further analyze the differences between the HWDs at
each of the sound-source directions, Wilcoxon signed rank
tests were performed as post-hoc tests. Reported p values
were corrected using the Bonferroni-Holm [40] procedure
by considering all comparisons that were needed to test the
three hypotheses at each direction and for each signal (70
paired comparisons in total).

The first point of analysis was to compare all HWDs
against C1. Apart from C2, all tested HWD configurations
exhibited statistically significant differences between the
open-ear reference for both tested stimuli types. As ex-
pected, C2 induced the least coloration. However, some
statistically significant differences were present.

For the pink noise stimulus, a significant difference be-
tween the open-ear conditions, which had a median (Mdn)
= 100, at all directions, was observed for the frontal direc-
tion (0◦, 0◦), Mdn = 72: Z = 120, p = 0.004; at (45◦, 30◦),
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Fig. 2. Violin plots of the coloration listening test for all tested head-worn–device configurations at specific directions. Individual results
are displayed as colored points, and the width of the violin indicates data density. The median values are presented as a white point,
interquartile ranges are marked using a thick gray line, and ranges between the lower and upper adjacent values are marked using a thin
gray line. C2, Oculus Quest 2; C3, Mysphere 3.2 with open frame position; C4, Mysphere 3.2 with closed frame position; C5, AKG
K702 (with transparency modification [9]); C6, Sennheiser HD650. (a) Pink noise and (b) speech stimuli types.

Mdn = 78: Z = 120, p = 0.004; and the lateral direction
(90◦, 0◦), Mdn = 79: Z = 120, p = 0.004. In contrast, the
rear direction (180◦, 0◦), Mdn = 96: Z = 45, p = 0.06, and
the above direction (0◦, 90◦), Mdn = 95: Z = 49, p = 0.3,
were not statistically significantly different at a confidence
interval of 95%. For the speech stimulus, the perceived sim-
ilarity was generally higher than for pink noise, and only
for the direction (45◦, 30◦) was a significant difference ob-
served between C1, Mdn = 100, and C2, Mdn = 91: Z =
78, p = 0.01.

The Mysphere 3.2 headphones introduced more col-
oration. It was expected that there would be a difference
between the open and closed frame position, which was
only true for some stimulus and direction combinations.
For pink noise at the lateral direction (90◦, 0◦), a significant
difference was found between C3, Mdn = 55, and C4, Mdn
= 34: Z = 114.5, p = 0.01. For the speech signal, the lat-
eral direction and (45◦, 30◦) showed significant differences.
This is likely explained by the closed frames blocking high-
frequency sound arriving from the sides (see again Fig. 1).
However, at the frontal direction, the perceived coloration
was comparable between the two configurations, and the

Fig. 3. Violin plots of the coloration listening test for all tested
head-worn device configurations using the diffuse rain stimulus.
C1, open ear; C2, Oculus Quest 2; C3, Mysphere 3.2 with open
frame position; C4, Mysphere 3.2 with closed frame position; C5,
AKG K702 (with transparency modification [9]); C6, Sennheiser
HD650.

difference between C3, Mdn = 46, and C4, Mdn = 48, was
small for the pink noise stimulus: Z = 48.5, p = 1. For the
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speech stimulus at the front, a slightly stronger impairment
was observed for C3, Mdn = 64, compared with C4, Mdn
= 74, though this was not statistically significant: Z = 31, p
= 1.

Lastly, the results of C5 were compared with C4. The im-
pairment caused by C5 was significantly larger at the above
direction (0◦, 90◦), Mdn = 30, compared with C4, Mdn =
50: Z = 120, p = 0.02, for pink noise. This was significant
for the speech stimulus as well. However, no significant
differences were observed between the two configurations
in the lateral direction. For the frontal direction and speech
stimulus, C5, Mdn = 88, even performed significantly bet-
ter than C4, Mdn = 74: Z = 0, p = 0.005. However, this
effect was not found in the case of the noise stimulus.

The HD650 was the most colored, indicating that circum-
aural “open” headphones still produce strong coloration of
external sounds. It is worth noting that for the above and
rear directions with the speech stimulus, the differences
between the modified K702 and HD650 were the smallest.

A more integral view is offered by the results of the
diffuse rain simulation, in which the diffuse nature of the
stimulus was intended to weigh all directions evenly. A
Friedman test showed statistical significant differences be-
tween the conditions: χ2(5) = 72.55, p < 0.001. Again,
Wilcoxon signed rank tests using the Holm correction (m
= 7) were used as a post-hoc test. Pairwise comparisons
between open ears and the HWD conditions showed sig-
nificant effects with respect to the reference, except for the
difference between C1, Mdn = 100, and C2, Mdn = 98: Z
= 36, p = 0.12. In this experiment, the difference between
C3, Mdn = 66, and C4, Mdn = 46: Z = 117, p < 0.001, was
significant. Furthermore, C5, Mdn = 46, performed worse
than C4, Mdn = 34: Z = 102, p = 0.028. This result leads
to a clear ranking of the devices.

3.3 HWD-Induced Coloration
As expected, the tested HWD configurations produced

varying levels of coloration, which changed with stimulus
and sound-source direction. The pink noise stimulus pro-
duced more critical results than speech, with overall lower
levels of perceived similarity observed. This is likely be-
cause of the fact that pink noise has energy at all frequencies
and higher energy levels at high frequencies. The diffuse
rain stimulus showed a general view of the induced col-
oration of the HWD configurations, with C2 producing the
least coloration and C6 producing the most.

It appears the perceived coloration could be predicted
from visual observation of the design and fit of the HWDs
on the head (see again Fig. 1). In general, C2 produced a
low amount of coloration, but it was the strongest for (0◦,
0◦) and slightly increased at (45◦, 30◦) and (90◦, 0◦). This
is as expected, considering the HWD shape protrudes from
the front. In the case of the Mysphere 3.2, the difference
between open and closed configuration was large for the
lateral directions, and small for the frontal direction, which
is explained by how the different positions of the frames
alter which directions are most blocked. Furthermore, for
the modified K702, the frontal impairment was similar to

that of the Mysphere 3.2, but sounds from above were more
impaired. Observing the design offers a possible explana-
tion: the pads are cut away at the front but not above and
below. The HD650 headphones produced the greatest im-
pairments, which is as expected considering they cover the
ears the most.

3.4 Model-Based Prediction
To numerically assess the device-induced effects on col-

oration of the different HWD configurations, the difference
between the HRTF measurements detailed in Sec. 2 of the
dummy head with open ears and of the dummy head wear-
ing the HWDs was calculated using the CLL model [22].
The MATLAB implementation of the model was used,2

which utilizes equivalent rectangular bandwidth weight-
ings to account for linear Fast Fourier Transform frequency
sampling and a Phon calculation for perceptual loudness.

For a binaural input signal, the left and right signals are
first processed into 42 equivalent rectangular bandwidth
frequency bands [41]. The frequency band signals are then
rectified, whereby any negative values are set to 0 and low-
pass filtered at a cutoff frequency of 800 Hz. The loudness
values for each band are calculated [22] as

L = 4
√

1

N

∑
n

x2(n) , (1)

where L denotes the loudness value, x the rectified fre-
quency band signal, and N the total number of samples in
the signal. This is repeated for the 42 frequency bands and
for both left and right signals. The CLL of each frequency
band is then calculated in Phons [22] as

CLL = 10 log2 (Ll + Lr ) + 40 , (2)

where l and r denote left and right, respectively. In this
study, the CLL difference between the open ears and each
tested HWD configuration for each frequency band was
calculated as

�CLLCX(θ,φ) = CLLC1(θ,φ) − CLLCX(θ,φ) , (3)

where C1 refers to the open ears condition and CX refers
to the studied HWD configuration (see again Sec. 2), and a
single value of �CLL was calculated as the mean of the 42
�CLL values for each frequency band. Projected maps of
the predicted coloration are presented in Fig. 4, including a
mean average of the CLL calculations for all measurement
directions (�CLL).

3.5 Accuracy of Coloration Prediction
The numerical results in Fig. 4 appear to be closely re-

lated to the perceptual results in Fig. 2. Upon first look,
they show that the predicted coloration is greatest for C6
and least for C2. They also represent the stronger coloration
of the lateral angles when comparing C3 and C4, which was
observed in the listening test.

To analyze the relationship between the perceived sim-
ilarity and numerical coloration results in greater detail,

2www.acoustics.hut.fi/-ville/software/auditorymodel/.
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Fig. 4. Hammer-Aitoff projection plots of the predicted coloration between different head-worn-device configurations and open ears (no
head worn device), calculated as the difference in composite loudness level (�CLL). Circles indicate the positions of the measurement
loudspeakers; positions used in the listening test are marked with an x. C2, Oculus Quest 2; C3, Mysphere 3.2 with open frame position;
C4, Mysphere 3.2 with closed frame position; C5, AKG K702 (with transparency modification [9]); C6, Sennheiser HD650.

Fig. 5. Comparing the median Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Refer-
ence and Anchor (MUSHRA) test results on perceived coloration
to the difference in composite loudness level (�CLL) calculations
between the reference and test stimuli. The straight lines denote
linear regressions. C2, Oculus Quest 2; C3, Mysphere 3.2 with
open frame position; C4, Mysphere 3.2 with closed frame posi-
tion; C5, AKG K702 (with transparency modification [9]); C6,
Sennheiser HD650.

Fig. 5 presents the correlation of the median MUSHRA test
results to the �CLL calculations between the test and ref-
erence stimuli, with lines to denote linear regressions, for
all three stimuli types. Table 1 presents the Pearson’s corre-
lation coefficients and linear regression coefficients for the
three tested stimuli types. The values presented were calcu-
lated both using the convolved signals used in the listening
test (top) and simply using the measured HRTFs from Sec.
2 (bottom). Similar results were found using the McKenzie
et al. binaural coloration model [27], so CLL is preferred
in this paper because of its simplicity.

The high correlation values further reinforce the hypoth-
esis that the coloration model can successfully predict the
perceptual transparency of the tested HWDs and suggest
that this relationship would still exist for other HWDs. Fur-

Table 1. Pearson’s correlation coefficients and linear regression
coefficients for y = ax + b, comparing the median Multiple

Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) test
results to the difference in composite loudness level

calculations for the three tested stimuli types. Model inputs
were the references and the test signals (top) and measured

head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) (bottom).

Correlation Regression

Stimuli type Model input r p a b

Pink noise Signal −0.902 < 0.001 6.85 −0.0803
Speech Signal −0.927 < 0.001 8.13 −0.0780
Diffuse rain Signal −0.903 0.036 6.52 −0.0687

Pink noise HRTFs −0.903 < 0.001 6.89 −0.0792
Speech HRTFs −0.912 < 0.001 8.55 −0.0811
Diffuse rain HRTFs −0.926 0.024 4.91 −0.0504

thermore, the predictions of the diffuse stimuli suggest that
it would generalize reasonably well to non-anechoic con-
ditions and BRIRs.

The regression lines for the different stimuli types have
very similar slopes, as shown by the similar values of b, with
the main difference being the intercept a. This simple shift
between the results for the pink noise and speech stimuli
is evident in the listening test results and can be observed
in Fig. 4, because the results for the speech and pink noise
stimuli were highly comparable, except for the lower overall
similarity levels observed for the pink noise stimuli. This
suggests that it may be possible to approximately predict
the results for speech from the results obtained for noise.
For modeling, this observation further suggests that signal
dependency is not needed to rank devices in terms of the
coloration they introduce. Although a linear fit is presented
in Fig. 5, the distribution of data suggests that a curve may
be a more appropriate fit, which tends toward �CLL = 0
for MUSHRA test results at 100.
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This theory is further supported by the correlation and
regression values presented in Table 1 that compare the
perceptual results to �CLL values obtained using just the
measured HRTFs. The correlation with the listening test
data is equally as high as with the �CLL values obtained
from the signals used in the listening test, and the linear
regression coefficients are highly comparable.

Note that in this study, only static binaural rendering
was considered, which is one particular case of the eval-
uation of HWD-induced coloration. The static experiment
allowed for analyzing each direction separately so that the
results could be compared to the predictions of the auditory
model. Dynamic models would be required for predicting
coloration introduced by HWDs in more realistic scenar-
ios and should be studied in the future. However, because
additional consideration to interpolation artefacts would be
required, dynamic conditions for coloration were consid-
ered beyond the scope of this work.

4 PREDICTION OF HWD-INDUCED IMPAIRMENT
ON LOCALIZATION

The effect of HWDs on localization was first evaluated
perceptually through listening tests and then numerically
through model-based evaluations using the measurements
from Sec. 2. Finally, the perceptual and numerical results
were compared to evaluate the applicability of replacing lis-
tening tests with numerical evaluation and measurements.

4.1 Listening Test Methodologies
Two listening tests were conducted to assess the effect

of HWDs on localization. Both listening tests took place
in the multichannel anechoic chamber “Wilska” at Aalto
University Acoustics Lab, Finland. The first listening test
assessed the effect of HWDs on horizontal plane localiza-
tion. Eighteen Genelec 8331A loudspeakers were located
on the horizontal plane at azimuth angles θ = 0◦, ±15◦,
±30◦, ±45◦, ±60◦, ±75◦, ±90◦, ±120◦, ±150◦, and 180◦.
The density of loudspeakers was higher in the frontal plane
to assess the perceived effect of HWDs on interaural cues
with greater precision.

The second listening test assessed the effect of HWDs on
median plane localization. Fourteen Genelec 8331A loud-
speakers were located on the median plane at polar an-
gles φ′ = −60◦, −30◦, −15◦, 0◦, +15◦, +30◦, +45◦, +60◦,
+90◦, +120◦, +150◦, +180◦, +210◦, and +240◦. The loud-
speaker density was higher in the frontal plane, which is
a region where human localization is more accurate [42].
Note that the interaural polar coordinates system [43] is
used here to determine angles in the median plane, as
in [30]. In this system, the range of the lateral angle is
−90◦ < θ′ < 90◦ in contrast to the range of the azimuth
angles, −180◦ < θ < 180◦, and the polar range is within
−90◦ < φ′ < 270◦ as opposed to the elevation angle, which
ranges from −90◦ < φ < 90◦. Thus, a region on the sphere
that shares the same interaural time differences and inter-
aural level differences (cone of confusion) also shares the
same lateral angle.

For both listening tests, participants sat on a chair with
a fixed rotation in the center of the loudspeaker array. The
chair was fitted with an adjustable headrest in order to posi-
tion the head consistently among trials, and the height of the
chair was set for every participant to ensure that their ears
were aligned with the center of the loudspeaker array. The
task was to identify the sound source. Loudspeakers were
numbered, and perceived direction was measured by select-
ing the closest loudspeaker number. A tablet computer was
used to record responses. This loudspeaker identification
method has been used in the past to measure the effect of
HWDs on localization [17], which appears to be a reason-
able task to assess localization impairments with the AR
application scenario in mind.

The stimulus was a 250-ms pink noise burst of 65-dB
sound pressure level A-weighted at the listeners position,
windowed by onset and offset half-Hanning ramps of 5 ms.
The duration of the stimulus was selected to prevent the
subjects from using dynamic cues [44]. At the start of each
trial, participants were instructed to face the loudspeaker
at (0◦, 0◦). After a 1-s delay, the stimulus was then played
back from a randomized loudspeaker. After the sound fin-
ished, the participant’s task was to report the perceived
sound source among the numbered loudspeakers. At this
point, head movements were allowed in order to read the
loudspeaker numbers. The stimulus was only played once.

Before the start of the tests, participants first familiarized
themselves with the task and user interface in a training
round. They could run as many trials as they wanted in the
open ears condition to make sure that they understood the
test and how to use the user interface.

Both listening tests consisted of six rounds, one for each
studied HWD configuration. In the horizontal plane test,
each round consisted of three repetitions for each loud-
speaker, resulting in 54 trials per round. Fifteen participants
(average age: 29.6 years, three female, and 12 male) took
part in the experiment, with self-reported normal hearing
and prior critical listening experience (such as education or
employment in audio or music engineering).

In the median plane listening test, the procedure was
the same as in the horizontal plane listening test but with
different test sound directions, resulting in 42 trials for each
round. Again, 15 participants (average age: 28.8 years, two
female, and 13 male) took part in the experiment and also
had normal hearing and prior experience.

4.2 Listening Test Results
The results of the horizontal plane localization test are

presented in Fig. 6. The dot plots show the responses for all
participants together, and front-back confusions are plotted
in red. The collected data was analyzed to assess the intro-
duced effect on (a) front-back confusion rate (FB%) and
(b) front azimuth error (FAE).

The front-back confusions were computed using the
loudspeakers evenly distributed on the horizontal plane: θ

= 0◦, ±30◦, ±60◦, ±120◦, ±150◦, and 180◦. If a sound was
emitted from a frontal hemiplane loudspeaker but perceived
from the rear, or vice versa, the response was considered a
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Fig. 6. Listening test responses for the horizontal plane localization experiment. The size of the dots indicates the amount of responses
for that particular point in the plot. The angles used to compute the front-back confusion rate (FB%) are presented in filled dots. C1,
open ear; C2, Oculus Quest 2; C3, Mysphere 3.2 with open frame position; C4, Mysphere 3.2 with closed frame position; C5, AKG
K702 (with transparency modification [9]); C6, Sennheiser HD650.

Table 2. Results overview of the localization listening tests
regarding front-back confusion rate (FB%), front azimuth error
(FAE), quadrant error rate (QE%), and front polar error (FPE).

Horizontal plane Median plane

FB% FAE QE% FPE
Mean (median) RMS Mean (median) RMS

C1 0.22 (0) 4.69◦ 4.65 (0) 10.47◦

C2 1.33 (0) 5.19◦ 5.45 (3.03) 12.19◦

C3 14.89 (0) 6.02◦ 16.77 (15.15) 28.03◦

C4 10.44 (0) 7.38◦ 21.62 (18.18) 30.44◦

C5 20.89 (0) 9.33◦ 19.19 (18.18) 38.30◦

C6 35.33 (13.3) 4.60◦ 23.23 (24.24) 37.59◦

C1, open ear; C2, Oculus Quest 2; C3, Mysphere 3.2 with open frame
position; C4, Mysphere 3.2 with closed frame position; C5, AKG K702
(with transparency modification [9]); C6, Sennheiser HD650.

front-back confusion. For each participant and HWD con-
figuration, the FB% was computed dividing the number of
front-back confusions by the number of trials of the ana-
lyzed loudspeakers. Table 2 shows the mean and median
confusion rate between participants.

The FAE was assessed by analyzing the responses when
the sound source was in the frontal horizontal hemiplane:
θ = 0◦, ±15◦, ±30◦, ±45◦, ±60◦, ±75◦, and ±90◦. The
FAE was computed as the RMS azimuth error of all the
trials with sounds from the frontal horizontal hemiplane,
after discarding the front-back confusions.

The results of the median plane localization test are pre-
sented in Fig. 7 as dot plots, which show the responses for

all participants together. Quadrant errors are defined as any
angular absolute error in the median plane greater than 90◦

and are plotted in red. An overview of the median plane
localization results is presented in Table 2. For each partici-
pant and listening condition, the quadrant error rate (QE%)
was computed by dividing the number of quadrant errors by
the number of trials. To characterize each condition, a QE%
was computed by averaging the results over all the partic-
ipants. For the quadrant errors analysis, only the evenly
distributed loudspeakers on the median plane were used: φ′

= −60◦, −30◦, 0◦, +30◦, +60◦, +90◦, +120◦, +150◦, +180◦,
+210◦, and +240◦. To analyze the front polar error (FPE),
only the loudspeakers in the frontal median plane with a
15◦ spacing were used: φ ′ = −30◦, −15◦, 0◦, +15◦, +30◦,
+45◦, and +60◦. The FPE for each condition was computed
as the RMS error of all the trials in that given condition,
excluding quadrant errors.

The induced FAE was quite contained (FAE < 10◦).
However, the differences in front-back confusions were
much larger among conditions. The confusion rate in C1
was very low (FB% < 1%). A Friedman test was conducted
to compare the effect of each HWD on front-back confu-
sions between participants. The effect of the HWDs reached
statistical significance (χ2(5) = 22.22, p < 0.001). For the
horizontal localization experiment, Wilcoxon signed rank
tests were conducted to test the hypotheses (i), (ii), and (iii),
as stated in Sec. 2. Only the difference between the open
ears and HD650 was found to be significant.

In the median plane localization test, the FPE varied
from 10.47◦ in C1 to 38.30◦ in C5. These errors show how
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Fig. 7. Listening test responses for the median plane localization experiment. The size of the dots indicates the amount of responses for
that particular point in the plot. The angles used to compute the quadrant error rate (QE%) are presented in filled dots. C1, open ear;
C2, Oculus Quest 2; C3, Mysphere 3.2 with open frame position; C4, Mysphere 3.2 with closed frame position; C5, AKG K702 (with
transparency modification [9]); C6, Sennheiser HD650.

the HWDs impair localization ability in the median plane.
However, the perceptual implications of an increased QE%
(percentage of errors larger than 90◦) is more critical [45].
The QE% in C1 was lowest (QE% < 5%). A Friedman
test showed a significant effect between the results, χ2(5)
= 45.52, p < 0.001, and Wilcoxon signed rank tests re-
vealed that the differences between the open-ear condition
and all other conditions, except for C2, were significant
(p < 0.01). However, neither differences between C3 and
C4 nor differences between C4 and C5 were statistically
significant.

4.3 HWD-Induced Impairment on Localization
When examining the results, the FAE was relatively low,

showing that front-back confusions were the predominant
problem in the horizontal test, as previously reported in
[6, 17], which may be an important factor when choosing
an HWD for AR applications. In the median plane test,
an increase in QE% and FPEs was caused by the studied
HWDs. These results are also in accordance with previous
studies that tested more occlusive HWDs [16–18] and with
the observation of [6, 10] that tested AR HWDs.

It is important to note that the tests were not specifically
designed to measure fine FAEs or FPEs. The loudspeaker
density was more sparse than the just-noticeable differences
(especially in the horizontal plane), but it is an approxima-
tion of a real environment where multiple possible sources
are present. In the front horizontal plane, the results of a
setup with hidden loudspeakers and denser response grid
can be found in [46], showing that the introduced effect is
rather small. On the other hand, the FPE results show that

even in C1 the subjects had problems finding the correct
loudspeaker. It is expected that the results in a denser loud-
speaker array setup would be similar in this case. Nonethe-
less, the conducted perceptual tests are not a substitute for
more traditional localization tests methodologies (i.e., mea-
suring just-noticeable differences).

When comparing HWDs in both tests, C2 produced sim-
ilar localization errors to C1, and therefore, it cannot be
considered to affect localization. The Mysphere 3.2 caused
an increase in front-back confusions and quadrant errors,
in which C3 induced more errors than C4 for both. The
modified AKG K702 induced front-back confusions were
higher than for the Mysphere 3.2 but performed better than
the Mysphere 3.2 in C4 in median plane quadrant error. The
Sennheiser HD650 performed worse than the other devices
in both localization tests. The FPE followed a similar trend
as front-back confusions and quadrant errors, which was
expected because of the importance of monaural cues to
the polar dimension.

Even though a clear trend was observed of how these de-
vices affect FB% and QE%, it is important to note that the
introduced effect was highly individual. The studied open
headphones, C3, C4, and C5, only affected some partici-
pants, generating a great number of confusions and errors,
whereas others performed as well as in the open ears con-
dition. For both types of confusion, this can be explained
by the fact that quadrant errors and front-back confusions
are affected by distorted spectral cues, which are known to
be highly individual [47].

The differences in individual performance are revealed
by the mean and median confusion rates over all partici-
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Fig. 8. Front azimuth error (degrees) comparison between the
horizontal plane listening test and auditory model output for the
studied conditions. C1, open ear; C2, Oculus Quest 2; C3, My-
sphere 3.2 with open frame position; C4, Mysphere 3.2 with closed
frame position; C5, AKG K702 (with transparency modification
[9]); C6, Sennheiser HD650.

pants, as shown in Table 2. The median is zero in many con-
ditions, indicating that at least half of the participants had
no front-back confusions at all, whereas others had many.
Despite these inter-subject differences, the mean confusion
rates over participants was used for further analysis in this
study. This value was considered to represent how prob-
lematic a certain HWD may be for a group of participants.
In an attempt to explain these individual differences, two
possible alternatives seemed equally valid. In the first case,
these individual differences could be explained by acoustic
factors only. For this to be the case, the introduced acoustic
effect could be explained by measurements at each partici-
pant’s eardrum, strongly modifying the acoustic properties
to some subjects but not the others.

Another alternative would be that these acoustic factors
are not enough to explain the inter-subject differences. This
could be explained by the importance of non-acoustic fac-
tors, such as individual sensitivity [48], or by the fact that
different subjects may use different frequency ranges of the
spectral cues to resolve the location of the source [49]. Fur-
ther studies are needed to estimate the individual effect of
a particular HWD on a particular participant, which could
involve individual HRTF measurements and more detailed
perceptual studies.

4.4 Model-Based Prediction
For the FAE, May et al.’s model [28] was evaluated to

predict the mean of the subjective collected data using the
KEMAR HRTF measurements. In previous studies, this
model was shown to be robust against reverberation and
multiple simultaneous sounds, and it may be appropriate
for predicting the HWD’s effect. Fig. 8 compares the pre-
dicted FAE to the perceived FAE from the horizontal plane
listening test.

Baumgartner et al.’s [30] sagittal plane localization
model was used to predict performance in the localiza-
tion tests related to the polar dimension (front-back confu-
sions, quadrant errors, and polar errors). Instead of trying
to predict individual results (which is the original goal of
the model in [30]), the model here was used to predict

the mean of the collected subjective data using the HRTF
measurements detailed in Sec. 2.

In this study, it is assumed that there was no adaptation
to the monaural cues during the listening test because the
duration of sound exposure was short, no feedback was
given, and no specific training was conducted [50]. For that
reason, in this template-based model (explained in Sec. 1),
the template was the measurement set of HRTFs with the
KEMAR with C1. For each evaluated condition, the target
HRTFs corresponded to the measurements of the tested
HWD configurations from Sec. 2.

The FB% estimation was conducted to assess whether it
could mimic the horizontal plane listening test results. The
model parameters (i) degree of selectivity and (ii) motoric
response scatter were set to default (� = 6 dB−1; ε = 17◦).
The (iii) listener-specific sensitivity (S) was optimized for
the open ears condition, treating the KEMAR as a specific
participant, following the procedure described in [30]. The
model was optimized under the open ears condition only to
be consistent with the assumption of no adaptation during
the listening test. The performance of the model showed a
monotonic function, such that error decreased as the S was
lowered, thus the lowest value in [30] was selected (S =
0.21).

In the description of Baumgartner et al.’s model [30],
directional transfer functions (DTFs) are used to focus on
the direction-dependent cues only. However, it is expected
that in the open ears condition, DTFs and HRTFs may
provide very similar results. In this study, it was considered
appropriate to use HRTFs because HWDs may introduce
directional-independent distortions that may contribute to
errors in localization, which has also been used in the past
[32].

Even though it is possible to input the stimulus to the
auditory model, using pink noise did not allow the model
to achieve errors of the order of the perceptual data, so
impulse responses were used to get the best possible per-
formance of the model. Moreover, the described default pa-
rameters were computed for human participant DTFs, and
the model parameters were optimized so that the model
predicted quadrant and polar errors were as close as possi-
ble to the median plane listening test data in the open ears
condition (� = 17 dB−1; ε = 27◦; S = 0.35). The estimated
FB% for each tested condition compared to the horizontal
plane listening test data are shown in Fig. 9.

A comparison between QE% in the median plane local-
ization test and those predicted by the model is presented
in Fig. 10. Again, the model was evaluated using both the
default parameterization and optimization for the open ears
condition. Note that the optimized parameters are the same
as for the front-back confusions prediction. Baumgartner et
al.’s model [30] was used again with the same parameteri-
zations to predict FPE (see Fig. 11).

4.5 Accuracy of Localization Impairment
Predictions

The results suggest that the presented auditory model ap-
proach is appropriate for assessing the most important ef-
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Fig. 9. Front-back confusion rate (FB%) comparison between the
listening test and auditory model output for the studied conditions.
C1, open ear; C2, Oculus Quest 2; C3, Mysphere 3.2 with open
frame position; C4, Mysphere 3.2 with closed frame position; C5,
AKG K702 (with transparency modification [9]); C6, Sennheiser
HD650.

Fig. 10. Quadrant error rate (QE%) comparison between the lis-
tening test and auditory model output for the studied conditions.
C1, open ear; C2, Oculus Quest 2; C3, Mysphere 3.2 with open
frame position; C4, Mysphere 3.2 with closed frame position; C5,
AKG K702 (with transparency modification [9]); C6, Sennheiser
HD650.

fects of HWDs on localization tasks. May et al.’s model [28]
and Baumgartner et al.’s model [30] were able to predict
subjective data accurately. This indicates that the principles
underlying the models are applicable to different scenarios,
showing good performance even for new listening condi-
tions that were not initially taken into account in the design
of the models. The prediction by May et al.’s model [28]
overestimated participants’ accuracy for C1 and underesti-
mated it for C5. However, it seemed to generalize the global
trend well (see Table 2).

The results of Baumgartner et al.’s model [30] have
shown that the predicted values for FB% and QE% are
related to the perceptual results (see Table 3). The model
results show that it is possible to establish the relative dif-
ferences caused by the HWDs using the default parameters
defined in [30]. Using HRTFs instead of DTFs improves the
prediction of relative errors among HWDs, which could be
explained by the non–directional-dependent distortions in-
troduced by the HWDs. The default parameters failed at
estimating the absolute values of QE%, which may be be-
cause of the use of non-individualized HRTFs and average
responses of a group of subjects, instead of separately for
each individual. The predicted absolute values for QE% es-

Fig. 11. Front polar error (degrees) comparison between the me-
dian plane listening test and auditory model output for the studied
conditions. C1, open ear; C2, Oculus Quest 2; C3, Mysphere 3.2
with open frame position; C4, Mysphere 3.2 with closed frame
position; C5, AKG K702 (with transparency modification [9]);
C6, Sennheiser HD650.

Table 3. Pearson’s correlation coefficients comparing the mean
localization test results to the auditory model prediction (*).
The modified version uses head-related transfer functions

instead of directional transfer functions, and an impulse is used
as input instead of the actual subjective test stimulus (**). The

optimized version is as (*) but with optimized model
parameters � and ε as described in [30]. Detailed description of

(*) and (**) can be found in Sec. 4.4.

Auditory model Correlation

r p

FAE [28] 0.978 <0.001

[30] optimized (**) 0.930 0.007
FB% [30] modified (*) 0.952 0.003

[30] 0.768 0.074

[30] optimized (**) 0.940 0.005
QE% [30] modified (*) 0.973 0.001

[30] 0.915 0.011

[30] optimized (**) 0.834 0.039
FPE [30] modified (*) 0.969 0.001

[30] 0.989 <0.001

FAE, front azimuth error; FB%, front-back confusion rate; FPE, front
polar error; QE%, quadrant error rate.

timation improved when the model parameters (�, ε, and S)
were optimized, which also improved the performance for
front-back confusions. It is noteworthy to reiterate that the
parameters of the model were optimized for C1 only, so the
localization impairments while wearing HWDs (C2–C6)
were always predicted in terms of differences to C1.

The correlation between the output of the models and
subjective data is shown in Table 3. The high correlation
values show that the used models performed well with
predicting subjective data. However, there are other ap-
proaches, such as data-driven methods, that could perform
better if higher correlation is sought. The presented ap-
proach, because of its physiological nature, may be more
appropriate for generalizing new listening conditions. This
is supported by the presented results, because conditions
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including HWDs were never included in the model design.
The model predictions and optimization used either the sub-
jective test stimulus or an impulse signal. Instead, multiple
randomized input signals may further improve generaliza-
tion of the model predictions.

To estimate the effect of HWDs in non-anechoic envi-
ronments, BRIRs should be used instead of HRTFs as input
to the models. May et al.’s model [28] is expected to main-
tain its performance because it has been shown to be robust
under reverberant conditions. Baumgartner et al.’s model
[30] has not yet been tested under reverberant conditions
to the knowledge of the authors, though it is expected that
some modifications in the structure of the model may be
necessary. These modifications could include some time-
dependent stages, such as a more complex model of the
basilar membrane or dynamic comparison between the tar-
get and template.

As in the coloration evaluation, subjective data on dy-
namic conditions was not collected. Future work should ex-
tend the evaluation in order to understand the effect caused
by HWDs when the source or the listener can move. How-
ever, when trying to predict the HWDs effects in such con-
ditions, the models should include a time-dependent stage
for dynamic cue processing.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has investigated the feasibility of using pre-
existing auditory models to predict the perceptual trans-
parency of HWDs, which is an important quality measure
for auditory AR applications in which real-world sounds
must not be degraded. Firstly, perceptual tests assessing col-
oration and localization error showed that the tested HWDs
produce varying but significant impairments. In terms of
coloration, non-negligible effects were produced by all the
studied HWDs. These varied based on sound-source direc-
tion and stimuli type. In terms of localization, the main
impairing effect in the horizontal plane was an increase in
FB%, which changed depending on the HWD. However,
median plane localization was highly affected depending
on the HWD, most notably through an increase in QE%.

Auditory models were then evaluated to predict the per-
ceptual effects introduced by the studied HWDs, using
HRTF measurements of a dummy head wearing different
configurations of the HWDs. The models proved accurate
at predicting the perceived coloration (CLL), azimuth local-
ization [28], and front-back confusions and median plane
quadrant errors [30] produced by wearing the tested HWDs,
which is an application they were not initially designed for.
Therefore, the results presented in this paper reinforce the
principles of physiologically accurate auditory models.

Although this paper has presented methods for predict-
ing the perceived transparency of HWDs, the accuracy of
binaural reproduction of virtual sounds is also an important
factor. Therefore, future work on assessing the suitability
of HWDs for AR applications should look into transfer-
plausibility tests, in which real and virtual sounds are pre-
sented simultaneously. This will evaluate not only the trans-
parency of the HWDs but also the quality of complete ren-

dering systems. Measuring coloration separately for left and
right ears could give an insight into the interaural contri-
butions to coloration. Furthermore, externalization was not
analyzed in this study, which could also be related to the
HWD introduced effect on monaural cues distortion, be-
cause several participants reported a lack of externalization
in some of the studied conditions.

The effect of the devices in more realistic tasks should
also be analyzed in the future, such as the HWD’s effect
on localization when dynamic and visual cues are available
or in circumstances where real and virtual sources are pre-
sented together. However, it is expected that localization
will improve when dynamic cues are available, especially
regarding sagittal plane localization.3
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